We investigate the hyperbolic scattering of test particles, spinning test particles and particles with spin-induced quadrupolar structure by a Kerr black hole in the ultrarelativistic regime. We also study how the features of the scattering process modify if the source of the background gravitational field is endowed with a nonzero mass quadrupole moment as described by the (approximate) HartleThorne solution. We compute the scattering angle either in closed analytical form, when possible, or as a power series of the (dimensionless) inverse impact parameter. It is a function of the parameters characterizing the source (intrinsic angular momentum and mass quadrupole moment) as well as the scattered body (spin and polarizability constant). Measuring the scattering angle thus provides useful information to determine the nature of the two components of the binary system undergoing high-energy scattering processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The gravitational scattering of a two-body system consisting of two black holes or a black hole and a neutron star has recently received much attention [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , in connection with the possibility to detect the associated emission of gravitational wave (GW) signals by the advanced phase of currently operating GW Earth-based interferometers as well as (more likely) by future, forthcoming satellite missions involving space-based interferometers (see, e.g., Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] ).
In spite of the fact that the occurrence of hyperbolic encounters, in general, is expected to be as probable as that of coalescing phenomena, the analytical treatment of either case is not equally developed in the literature. For example, in the case of coalescence several analytical and semi-analytical methods are available, in addition to the full numerical relativity (NR) simulations: PostNewtonian (PN), Post-Minkowskian (PM), effective-onebody (EOB), perturbation theory and gravitational selfforce (GSF), etc. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The same methods can be applied, in principle, also to scattering processes, but with additional complications. For instance, the spectrum of the emitted waves in the latter case spreads all over the infinite range of all possible frequencies, whereas in the case of coalescence it is peaked around a single frequency (that of the inspiralling, quasi-circular motion) up to the very end of the process, i.e., the merger phase. This fact mainly explains why there are no analytical results coming from perturbation theory yet.
In general relativity, the scattering problem is well established and fully solved when one body has mass much smaller than the other so that backreaction effects can also be neglected, i.e., in the test-field approximation. In this regime the problem reduces to study the hyperboliclike motion of a pointlike massive particle in a given background spacetime, starting at radial infinity along a certain asymptotic direction, reaching a minimum approach distance to the gravitational source, and then coming back to radial infinity being deflected from the original direction of an angle which is the main observable of the process. For instance, if the source of the gravitational field is a black hole, the scattering angle can be expressed in terms of Elliptic integrals and is a function of the energy and angular momentum of the particle (a compendium can be found in the textbook of Chandrasekhar [20] ). A renewed interest in this problem can be found in the recent literature, with studies involving PN and PM expansions of the scattering angle [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
We have studied in previous works how the features of the scattering process modify if the scattered particle is no more pointlike, but is endowed with an internal structure given by its spin [27, 28] . The motion is no longer geodesic, but accelerated due to the spin-curvature coupling, according to the the Mathisson-Papapetrou-Dixon (MPD) model [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The aim of the present paper is to compute the scattering angle in the high-energy limit by adding more structure to both the scattered body and the source of the gravitational field. To this end, we will consider extended bodies with spin-induced quadrupole moment, using available results for quadrupolar particle motion in both Schwarzschild and Kerr spacetimes [34] [35] [36] . We will provide corrections to the scattering angle with respect to the spinless case up to the quadratic order in spin, also depending on the "shape" of the body, covering both cases of "black hole-like" and "neutron star-like" objects. Furthermore, we will investigate the companion situation of a structureless particle moving along a hyperbolic-like geodesic orbit in the spacetime of a (slowly) rotating (slightly) deformed source endowed with a mass quadrupole moment, as described by the (approximate) Hartle-Thorne solution [37] . We will provide corrections to the scattering angle with respect to the Kerr case which are linear in the quadrupole parameter of the source.
We follow the notation and conventions of Ref. [38] . The signature of the metric is +2 and Greek indices run from 0 to 3, whereas Latin ones from 1 to 3.
II. HYPERBOLIC-LIKE EQUATORIAL MOTION IN A KERR SPACETIME
Let us consider the Kerr spacetime, whose metric written in standard Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) is given by
with ∆ = r 2 − 2M r + a 2 , Σ = r 2 + a 2 cos 2 θ and A = (r 2 + a 2 ) 2 − ∆a 2 sin 2 θ. Here a and M denote the specific angular momentum and the total mass of the spacetime solution, so that the quantityâ = a/M is dimensionless. The inner and outer horizons are located at r ± = M ± √ M 2 − a 2 . The motion in the equatorial plane is governed by the geodesic equations (see, e.g., Ref. [39] )
whereÊ andL are the conserved energy and azimuthal angular momentum per unit mass of the particle, respectively, and x =L − aÊ (so thatx = x/M is dimensionless). The radial and azimuthal equations can be conveniently written in the following factorized form in terms of the dimensionless inverse radial variable u = M/r
which can be combined to yield
Here u 1 < u 2 < u 3 are the ordered roots of the equation
while
For hyperbolic orbits we have u 1 < 0 < u ≤ u 2 < u 3 , with u 2 corresponding to the closest approach distance [20] . We are interested in the ultrarelativistic limit (Ê ≫ 1)
for fixed values of the impact parameter b =L/ Ê2 − 1 (so thatb = b/M is dimensionless). In this limit the orbital equation (4) becomes
where the ± sign should be chosen properly during the whole scattering process (with u 1 < 0 < u ≤ u 2 < u 3 ), depending on the choice of initial conditions. Here u 1 < u 2 < u 3 are the ordered roots of the equation
They are given by
and we have assumed α > 0 for simplicity. The condition u 2 = u 3 gives the critical value of α corresponding to capture by the black hole. For instance, the critical impact parameter for corotating orbits in the limitÊ → ∞ is given by (see, e.g., Ref. [40] )
so that α crit = 1/b crit .
A. Scattering angle
The solution to Eq. (7) can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals as
where
having assumed φ(u 2 ) = 0 at periastron. Here
are the incomplete and complete elliptic integrals of the third kind, respectively [41] . The total change in φ for the complete scattering process is then given by 2φ(0) determined by Eq. (14) with ψ = ψ(0) = −u 1 /(u 2 − u 1 ), so that the deflection angle is δ(â, α) = 2φ(0) − π. Its behavior as a function of α is shown in Fig. 1 for selected values ofâ.
For small values of α, i.e., for large values of the impact parameter, we find 
In the Schwarzschild limit we have β − = 0 and
where F (ϕ, k) and K(k) are the incomplete and complete elliptic integrals of the first kind, respectively, defined by
(19) The roots u 1 , u 2 and u 3 are given by Eqs. (11) withū = 1/6 and Θ = arccos(3 √ 3α), whence
The scattering angle (17) 
and can be rewritten as 
In the Kerr case, instead, one recognizes that the π/non-π structure is related to even/odd powers ofâ i α j , i.e., terms with even values of i + j have a π. The hyperbolike-like equatorial motion of a particle endowed with spin-induced quadrupolar structure has been investigated in Ref. [28] according to the MathissonPapapetrou-Dixon (MPD) model [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In the case of aligned spin the signed magnitude s of the spin vector is a constant of motion and the orbital equation reads
with
The dimensionless energy and angular momentumÊ and J as well as the test-body's orbital angular momentum L at infinity (and alsox) are now defined by using the conserved bare mass m 0 , namelŷ
Note that Eq. (25) has been generalized by including the polarizability parameter C Q related to the shape of the body (see, e.g., Refs. [36, [42] [43] [44] ) with respect to that of Ref. [28] , where only the simplest case C Q = 1 corresponding to a "black-hole-like" extended body was considered. In particular in Ref. [42] the (fitted) values of C Q for different equations of state of a rotating neutron star are explicitly shown (see Table VII there).
In the ultrarelativistic limit and for small values of α, defined in terms ofĴ,
the deflection angle turns out to be 
Therefore, in the high-energy limitÊ → ∞ there is no contribution linear in spin to the scattering angle. Corrections to the spinless (geodesic) value start at the order O(ŝ 2 ), provided that C Q = 1, i.e., for extended bodies which are not "black-hole-like." This circumstance reflects the peculiarity of the MPD model for these objects, as already pointed out in Ref. [36] for what concerns the alignment of the generalized momentum P and the unit tangent vector U to the world line representative of the body (see Eq. (4.21) there).
Corrections linear in spin appear at the orderÊ −2 . In fact, we find the following expression for δ (−2) (ŝ,â, α) 
Again, terms quadratic in spin vanish for C Q = 1.
Let us recall that using the conserved energy and angular momentum associated with the Killing vectors ∂ t and ∂ φ of the Kerr spacetime evaluated at r → ∞ one finds the relation (see Ref. [28] , footnote 1 on p. 8)
Let b L and b J be defined aŝ
Inserting these expressions in Eq. (33) leads to
which in the limitÊ → ∞ implies simply a shift byŝ in the two definitions, namelŷ
Let us define then
so that
Consistently, Eq. (24) implies dφ/du → 1/α L in the limit u → 0. It is clear that our results (29) and (30) could have been formulated by using α L instead of α J . In terms of α L the spin corrections to the scattering angle would then appear already at leading order, and not at order O(Ê −2 ). In fact, in this case we find
which agree with Eq. (5.23) of Ref. [45] (see also Ref.
[46]), where a completely different method were actually used.
C. Two-body scattering angle in PM theory
In a recent work Damour has shown how to translate the ultra high-energy quantum scattering results of Amati, Ciafaloni and Veneziano [47, 48] into a classical relativistic gravitational two-body scattering angle in PM perturbation theory [49] . The scattering process between the two (nonrotating) bodies is equivalently described in terms of the scattering of a massless particle in a modified Schwarzschild metric of the form
where u = M/r is a dimensionless "inverse radial" variable. The scattering equation in this case reduces to
and the scattering angle results in
with vanishing both the coefficients at O(α 2 ) and O(α 4 ), as shown in Ref. [49] . Note that to integrate Eq. (44) we have used the prescription given there (see Eqs. (7.23)-(7.24)).
A general modified Schwarzschild metric has the form (42), with functions
This includes spherically symmetric solutions from extended theories of gravity (see e.g., Refs. [50] [51] [52] ), the functions f t (u) and f r (u) being parametrized by a number of coefficients generically associated with scalar charges. The scattering angle in the high energy limit turns out to be
Note that the absence in δ of even powers of α is compatible with the choice
r .
The result (46) is reproduced by setting c 
which agree with Eq. (46) with the choice c 
III. HYPERBOLIC-LIKE EQUATORIAL MOTION IN THE HARTLE-THORNE SPACETIME
The Hartle-Thorne metric describing the exterior field of a slowly rotating/slightly deformed object is given by [37] 
Here Q m l are the associated Legendre functions of the second kind and the constants M, J and Q are the total mass, angular momentum and mass quadrupole moment of the rotating source respectively.
Let us introduce Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) through the transformation [37, 53, 54] 
When Q = J 2 /M and J = M a (with M = M ) the metric (51) then reduces to the Kerr metric (1) up to second order in the rotation parameterâ = a/M . Therefore it is convenient to introduce the dimensionless quadrupole parameter q by Q = J 2 /M + qM 3 = (â 2 + q)M 3 , representing the deviation from the (slowly rotating) Kerr solution due to the mass quadupole moment of the source. Negative values of q correspond to oblate configurations, whereas positive values to prolate ones, relative to the z-axis. The HT metric (51) written in BL coordinates thus becomes
and is accurate to second order inâ and to first order in q (terms likeâq and higher powers have also been neglected).
The nonvanishing components of the quadrupolar correction are given by
The geodesic equations in the equatorial plane are separable [53] , and can be written as
where (dx α /dτ ) K,â 2 are given by the Kerr values (2), truncated at the second order inâ. The orbital equation is thus given by
and in the ultrarelativistic limit reduces to
with dφ du q = 15 16
Turning points for radial motion are the roots of the rhs of Eq. (58), which can be written as first order corrections in q to the Kerr ones (see Eq. (11)), i.e., 
Equation (59) can be numerically integrated to yield the deflection angle as a function of (q,â, α). Its behavior as a function of α for a fixed value ofâ is shown in Fig. 2 in both prolate (q > 0) and oblate (q < 0) cases. For small values of α the deflection angle turns out to be We have studied the high-energy scattering of an extended body endowed with structure up to the quadrupole by a Kerr black hole as well as of a pointlike particle in the field of a (slowly) rotating (slightly) deformed source endowed with a mass quadrupole moment, as described by the (approximate) Hartle-Thorne solution. We have analytically computed the (conservative) scattering angle as a power series expansion in the (dimensionless) inverse impact parameter α, kept as a constant in this regime. It turns out to depend on the parameters characterizing the source (dimensionless intrinsic angular momentumâ and quadrupole parameter q) as well as the scattered body (dimensionless spin parameterŝ and polarizability constant C Q ). It can be formally written as
where δ geo (â, q, α) contains information on the background source only, the scattered particle moving along a hyperbolic-like geodesic orbit, and δ struct (â,ŝ, C Q , α) = δ spin (ŝ;â, α) + δ spin 2 (ŝ 2 ;â, C Q , α) , (66) depending also on the constitutive parameters of the scattered extended body moving along a non-geodesic path with spin aligned with that of the background source.
The dynamics of structured particles has been described according to the MPD model, as it is customary. Their quadrupole moment is taken to be proportional to the square of the spin by a constant parameter C Q , with C Q = 1 when the particle is "black hole-like." Other interesting cases with C Q = 1 arise when the scattered particle is instead a neutron star, the value of C Q depending on the equation of state. A direct measurement of δ struct can then be used to constrain the equation of state of the extended body undergoing the scattering process, if its spin is known. This information will also play a role in other contexts, for example when one is reconstructing a gravitational wave signal from a binary system with one component being a neutron star with a certain equation of state.
In principle, these studies are preliminar to a fully perturbative analysis where also the backreaction effects of the particle on the background is taken into account.
This remains an open issue for future works.
